. A. SEM image (provided by Nauga Needles) of a constant diameter AgGa nanoneedle on the end of the AFM probe. B. Higher resolution SEM image showing the radius of the needle used to estimate r, which is used to calculate surface tension.
AFM bulk surface tension measurements
The nanoneedle spring constant was first calibrated on a clean mica surface. The petri dish with DI water was placed on the AFM stage and the tip was lowered to the water surface in AC mode with high amplitude, as to not submerge it in the liquid. The free amplitude was set to 3.0 V and target amplitude was 2.0 V. Once the target amplitude was reached, force plots were taken with no set point at the maximum starting distance and a large force distance of 5-6µm. The force plot showed no contact with liquid, so the starting distance was decreased until the force plot showed the profile indicative of touching the liquid surface. The retention force was used to calculate the surface tension of the water using equation 2. The water was then transferred into a sample cup and the surface tension was measured once again with the conventional tensiometer. Figure 2S . Representative force plot of bulk surface tension experiment using AFM on DI water.
Predicting surface tension
As a reference for the AFM based surface tension measurements, theoretical predictions were made to estimate the surface tension of the highly concentrated droplets in the RH range measured with AFM. First, bulk tensiometer measurements were taken for several of concentrations of each chemical model system ( Figures 3SA, 4SA, 5SA ). NaCl surface tension as a function of concentration is linear and experimental data was fit with equation S1 (solid black line 3SA) where σ is surface tension, C is molar concentration of solute and σ w is surface tension of water. 1 For GA and MA, the bulk surface tension measurements were fit with equation S2, where R is gas constant, T is temperature, Γ ∞ is maximum surface excess, and b is inverse Langmuir adsorption constant. 1 [3] [4] [5] These data were then combined to obtain the relationship between surface tension and RH ( Figures 3SC, 4SC, 5SC) . AIM prediction of NaCl surface tension Figure 6S shows the results of AFM and bulk measurements compared to AIM predictions 6-8 ; black data is our experimental data (AFM measurements and bulk solution surface tension measurements) and the green line is the relationship predicted with the AIM model. The AIM prediction is lower than our experimental data but still agrees well. The differences are probably due to the fact that surface tension/concentration (dσ/dM) values for NaCl, while studied very frequently, still has a large rang of reported values (1.46 -2.08 mM dm 3 m -1 mol -1 ) and can lead to discrepancies between predicted and experimental data, especially for highly concentrated solutions. 8 This could be due to chemical impurities. Since the same NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich, >99% purity, batch #007K0149) was used for both the bulk measurements and the AFM measurements, it is most likely the reason why our experimental data agrees better than with the AIM prediction. Figure 6S . Experimental AFM data and bulk solution measurements are in black. AIM predicted data is in green.
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